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Coaching

Efficiency

Employment Brand

Innovation

Process

Scalability

Selection

Sourcing

Transparency

      CHALLENGE CATEGORY - KEY

Each challenge has been assigned visual cues to  
quickly identify the category.

Some stories feature one solution that solved  
several challenges.

We’re Proud to have over 600+ customers in 140 countries completing interviews 
in 190 countries in every industry – from healthcare to finance, from retail to 
hospitality and that’s just the private sector. Local municipalities, school districts, 
and government agencies are reaping great benefits from going digital too.

These pages contain just a few of the many success stories our clients have 
achieved.  No matter the industry you’re in there’s a challenge that’s been overcome 
here. Look beyond your industry and find a challenge listed in the category key 
and flip to that story. You may be surprised to see that other industries have faced 
the exact challenge you’re facing and have already successfully dominated it. 

Each story has additional information that can be found on our website.

More answers can be found here: http://hir.vu/CustomerStories16



THE CHALLENGE

Del Tanner  
Chief Operating Officer,  
Actionlink

HireVue has enabled us to reach far 
more candidates and get a full picture 
of who they are, truly resulting in a 
fully engaged, better quality of hire and 
these fall-out rates reflect that. Lower 
turnover rates translate to higher client 
satisfaction as well.”

Fall out rates were too high. Candidates who were offered a position but “fell out” of 
the process before onboarding was completed. These fall out rates were upwards 
of 30-35% resulting in excessive costs and the inability to meet clients’ needs. 

Also, With over 2,000 positions to fill annually, and limited recruiting resources to 
manage the entire country, the talent acquisition team was challenged with filling 
these roles with the best candidates in an efficient manner.

Full story - hirevue.com/customers/actionlink-hirevue

Builds Top Sales & Merchandising 
Teams  For Customers That Create 

Incredible  Retail Experiences

Team Acceleration 
Offers Competitive 

Edge in Sales Process

Assessments and 
Job Board  

Investments  
Replaced

Fall-Out Rates  
Reduced More  

 Than 60%

Client Teams  
Delivered   

60% Faster



THE CHALLENGE

Full story - hirevue.com/customers/blackbaud-hirevue

Peggy Frazier 
VP of Global Talent Acquisition,  
Blackbaud

I often hear that executives might be 
reluctant to adopt a digital process but 
if you show it to them, let them try it 
and incorporate them in the process, 
they will love it. To be successful, you 
really need to just rip off the band-aid 
and go all in. We decided to leverage 
HireVue throughout all hiring within  
the organization, from top to bottom 
on a global scale.”

Blackbaud’s antiquated process not only impacted the recruiter’s time, it slowed 
down their ability to build the best teams. Scheduling and completing a phone 
screen took up to two weeks, leaving too many open vacancies for an extended 
period of time. Ultimately this impacted both the candidate experience, the 
recruiter’s productivity and the ability to build the best team.

Blackbaud Builds Incredible 
Teams To Serve The Nonprofit 

Community With HireVue

Full visibility  
into tech talent

Using company-wide,  
from Execs to Interns

Sales vacancies 
filled 20% faster

Using Video 
to Onboard & 

Introduce New Hires
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Full story - hirevue.com/customers/boston-red-sox-hirevue

The number one attribute we are 
looking for in this role is a high energy 
level. It’s so easy to determine this now 
with HireVue. If you are watching their 
interview and you are bored, you know 
immediately that whoever they are 
selling to will feel the same way.”

The Sales Academy hiring managers were seeking hungry, go-getters who have 
sales potential and great personalities, communications skills, and attitudes. 
Resumes had zero insight into these qualities, which made it hard to determine 
the best of the best. 

They were wasting too much time building the Sales Academy team and blindly 
bringing candidates in based on their resume. When the Red Sox were face to face with 
the candidates,  it was easy to see they didn’t have the attributes they were looking for. 

William Droste
VP of Ticket Sales &  
Premium Packaging,  
Boston Red Sox

Builds A Team Of All-Star Sales  
Leaders With HireVue’s  

Team Acceleration Platform

Visibility into Key 
Sales Attributes

Resume Bias  
Removed for Entry 

Level Talent

Academy Team 
Member Promotions 

30% Above Goal

Sales Academy Team  
Built 75% Faster



David Brady  
Musician Casting Supervisor,  
Carnival Cruise Lines

THE CHALLENGE

Full story - hirevue.com/customers/carnival-hirevue

For us, the proof is in the pudding. 
Our bottom line has been significantly 
impacted by HireVue and the ROI 
has proven itself. With HireVue you’re 
showcasing your organization as an 
innovative, personal and fun place to 
work. Aside from that, you’re offering 
your candidate an opportunity to share 
who they are and tell their story. It’s 
become integral to us and no other 
technology that I’ve seen has had the 
effect that this has.”

This team is critical to Carnival’s guest experience and Carnival previously relied 
on agencies to source and screen talent - a process that was reactive and costly 
– spending hundreds of thousands in just 6 months on agency fees. They had 
no insight into the way the entertainers would interact with their guests nor their 
musical abilities. Retention rates were low at only 25% - leaving the team to constantly 
invest time and money to source and screen new talent. HireVue enables hiring teams 
to evaluate skills, range and personality with ease. Agency commissions cut by over 
70% in just one year. Retention of entertainment staff has increased over 60%.

Builds A Rockin’ Onboard  
Entertainment Team With Hirevue

Team Acceleration 
Replaces 70% of 

Agency Fees

Improved Onboard 
Guest Experience

60% Retention  
Increase

Onboard Talent 
Teams Built  
80% Faster



THE CHALLENGE

Full story - hirevue.com/blog/build-blog/creating-a-personalized-candidate-experience

Molly Weaver  
Director of Talent Acquisition,  
Children’s Mercy Hospital & Clinics

Instead of being frustrated when 
people apply for positions they aren’t 
qualified for, my team is enjoying the 
process of connecting with people  
and seeing where they will be a great 
fit in the organization.” 

Children’s Mercy hospital needed a way to connect with top nursing grads who, 
between school and work, were very difficult to connect with. Additionally, 
Children’s Mercy was constantly sourcing for a number of job areas and often 
had applicants applying for dozens of positions in which they weren’t a good fit. 
They realized that the perfect candidate for tomorrow’s job might be visiting the 
career page today.

Passionate Recruiting To 
Help Children Get Well

Reduced time  to fill Patient care 
vs.  interviews

63% less onsite 
interviews

Interview to hire 
 ratio improved 50%



THE CHALLENGE

Additional resources - hirevue.com/solutions/hirevue-for-engineering

Eric Ganz  
Senior Recruiter,  
Dow Jones

Too many interviews and multiple steps for interviewing technical hires only  
to assess technical abilities, and no insight into cultural fit. Dow Jones needed  
a better way to determine both technical prowess and cultural fit earlier in  
the interview process.

With CodeVue, we’ve eliminated the 
manager phone screen and the onsite 
whiteboard interview, saving our hiring 
managers easily 5 hours of phone 
screening time per requisition. We’re 
also saving time and effort by who we 
bring in face to face. We previously had 
to bring in 5-10 candidates for face to 
face interviews and now that number has 
been reduced to 3-5 candidates. It’s not 
just that we’re saving time and energy 
bringing in fewer candidates; they are 
actually a higher caliber of candidate.”

Ensuring cultural fit 
and tech abilities

Increase  
collaboration 
around hires

Higher quality hires 
with CodeVue

Reduces hiring  
manager slate  

by 50%

Validates Software Engineers  
With HireVue
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Full story - hirevue.com/offer/the-recruiting-strategy-that-turned-joe-bidens-head

Jim Oddo
SVP of Human Resources,  
Frontier Communications

Tapped by the White House Initiative to help solve the long term unemployment 
in the country, Frontier Communications wanted to engage this talent pool for 
their customer care reps. A position that suffered high turnover and was also a 
critical revenue source.  

By ditching resumes and moving to a 
video-first recruiting process, we’ve have 
gotten to know potential candidates in 
a much more relevant, personal, and 
meaningful way—well beyond what a 
piece of paper could do. Just last year, 
16% of Frontier’s hires were from the 
long-term unemployed talent pool 
(people who have been unemployed for 
27 weeks or longer). Of those hires, the 
retention rate was 4% better than new 
hires with previous employment.”

13% Long Term  
Unemployed

10% Veterans35% Unemployed4500 Hires

The White House Applauds  
Frontier’s Talent Initiative



THE CHALLENGE

Full story - hirevue.com/customers/ge-hirevue

Shahbaz Alibaig  
Recruitment Technology Manager,
General Electric

Now with HireVue, we truly have 
borderless recruiting. There are no 
limits to where our businesses can 
source and screen talent. If you work in 
the UK, you don’t have to limit yourself 
to UK candidates out of convenience.”

With innovation at the core of their brand, GE recognized that their recruiting 
processes were anything but innovative. This provided a negative candidate 
experience and key roles taking too long to fill. Additionally, being a global brand, 
they needed an easier way to source talent beyond their own geography and 
easily interview candidates around the world. 

Up to 50% Reduction 
in time to fill

Recruiting  now  
tied to innovation

Sources talent 
globally

Digital recruiting
across 30  countries

Borderless Recruitment 
With Digital



THE CHALLENGE

Full story - hirevue.com/customers/healthsouth-hirevue

With a national skill shortage, HealthSouth needed to think outside the box to 
expand their talent pool for qualified highly specialized health care workers.  
They needed a better way to quickly source and recruit specialists to ensure  
we were filling open positions quickly with the highest caliber of talent. 

We recruit for very specialized, hard to 
fill positions, and HireVue has definitely 
given us an advantage in our recruiting 
strategy by allowing us to reach 
those candidates quickly – anywhere, 
anytime – all while reinforcing our 
employment brand.”

William Poynter
National Director of  
Talent Acquisition,  
HealthSouth

$1,500 saved  
per candidate

27 Requisitions filled 
in 3 months vs. 8

Interviewing time  
is 90% faster

Reduced time  
to hire by 50%

Focused On Patient Care  
 And Not Interviews



THE CHALLENGE

Full story - hirevue.com/customers/hilton-hirevue

HireVue Insights allows our recruiting 
team to focus on reviewing the 
best quality candidates first, rather 
than sifting through hundreds and 
thousands of candidates to find the 
diamonds scattered throughout. This 
allowed us to shorten our time to hire 
from 6 weeks to 6 business days!”

Expanding into an additional 140 properties left Hilton with challenges to scale 
the business and recruit great talent at the pace they needed. They needed 
to centralize and simplify their recruiting model in a way that made the talent 
process personal for candidates. Hilton also needed a way to connect with the 
military pool in an effort to meet their military hiring goals. Additionally, they 
needed a high volume recruiting model to support their customer care roles. 

Carolyn Shuster  
Sr. Dir. Corporate Recruitment,  
Global Systems & Programs,  
Hilton Worldwide

27% Turnover  
Reduction

Immediate Access   
to Global Talent

10X Productivity 
Increase

Added $135M  
in Revenue

Accelerates Hotel Growth 
In 93 Countries



THE CHALLENGE

Additional resources - hirevue.com/solutions/coach

With HireVue, our sales reps are 
mastering product messaging much 
faster. HireVue Coach enables reps  
to get what they’ve learned in training 
out of their mouths and customer 
ready, improving the overall talent  
of our salesforce.” 

Releasing multiple new products a year, Honeywell needed a way to get reps up to 
speed on new product launches which on average didn’t produce a revenue for 13 
months on average. They needed a solution that could get their reps comfortable 
with the new product and in objection handling. 

Don Carte  
Business Development Center  
of Excellence,  
Honeywell

Decreased time to 
customer readiness 

Improved overall 
talent of salesforce 

Close rates  
increased by 25%

Year Over Year 
Pipeline growth 
increased 65%

Sales Reps Master New Product 
Messaging With Hirevue Coach
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Full story - hirevue.com/customers/hmhco-hirevue

Lee Ramsayer  
EVP of Sales,  
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

There is usually a ramp time with sales 
hires, so to have 100% of our new hires 
hit or exceed their quota is remarkable. 
The inside sales team went from 
producing $30-40 million with a team 
of 30 to producing $100 million with a 
team of 70 in one year.”

Being a leading publisher, HMH underwent a digital transformation in their 
business with a shift away from print materials. They wanted that transformation 
to be reflected in their talent processes as well. Additionally, open headcount in  
a sales driven organization meant potential revenue impact. HMH needed a 
better way to identify key sales attributes with ease, beyond what could be 
determined by a resume in order to fill sales roles faster with better quality  
hires and reduce sales turnover. 60% Reduction in 

Sales Turnover 
Sales Vacancies 

Filled 50% Faster
100% of New  

Inside Sales Reps 
Hit Quota

$75 Million in 
Additional Revenue

Leading Learning Company  
Adds $75m  With Team  

Acceleration Technology
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Full story - hirevue.com/customers/ibm-watson-hirevue

Jerome Pesenti
VP of Core Technology,  
IBM Watson

We’re positioning IBM as a new and 
exciting brand. HireVue is consistent 
with who we are as a technology 
company. Candidates respect a robust 
hiring process. They want to know it 
takes strong talent to get hired at IBM.”

As a leader in global technology, IBM has no problem getting applicants from 
eager candidates. Finding the best 2% among a pool of thousands presented 
a challenge. Additionally, IBM wanted insight beyond a candidates technical 
abilities and into their personality and passion. They also wanted to present these 
coveted candidates with a robust, innovative and rigorous screening process. 

Team Acceleration 
Improved Offer   

Rate by 30%

Easily Distinguish 
 Top 2% of 4k  

Candidate Pool

Removes Resume 
Bias & Promotes 

Diversity

Better Assess  
for Coding &  
Cultural Fit

IBM Watson Builds A Game  
Winning  Artificial Intelligence 

Team With HireVue



THE CHALLENGE

Additional resources - hirevue.com/solutions/digital-interviewing

Brad Stevens  
Talent Acquisition Recruiter,  
Marathon Petroleum

Many of our candidates really appreciate 
the ability to complete the interview 
at their convenience and not taking a 
day off work to interview. Candidates 
also say that this interaction with our 
company showcases us as innovative 
and forward thinking. Hiring teams 
equally appreciate the convenience.  
I come in in the mornings and see that 
managers have been reviewing and 
rating candidates the prior evening.  
It’s truly 24/7 recruiting!”

For entry level roles, Marathon Petroleum received up to 200 applicant per week. 
Manually reviewing resumes and conducting phone screens took a tremendous 
amount of effort and administrative time. 

Appealing to 
candidates with 

innovation

Candidate reach 
doubled

Building their teams 
5 months in advance

Screening time 
slashed by 50%

Building A Team Through  
Innovation With HireVue
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Additional resources - hirevue.com/solutions/digital-interviewing

Mark Owens  
Regional Sales Manager,  
Merit Medical

Now I don’t have to wait until the 
face to face interview to identify the 
attributes I’m looking for.  Not only 
are those attributes critical,  but they 
are things that I can’t teach; and I can 
gauge all of these with HireVue. I also 
appreciate that this technology allows 
me to see how they think on their feet 
and how tech savvy they are.”

At Merit Medical, having vacant sales territories can cost thousands of dollars 
each day and negatively impact client relationships. Managers have to fill in, 
taking away from their focus of coaching their teams. Additionally, they spent 
too much time doing courtesy interviews for candidates that showed relevant 
experience on their resume but their ideal profile wasn’t something that could  
be identified through paper. 

Filling Open Territories  
20% Faster With Hirevue

Less interviewing, 
more time to coach 

sales team

Able to view 30% 
more candidates

Instant insight into
key sales attributes
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Full story - hirevue.com/customers/ocean-spray-hirevue

There are so many benefits to going 
digital. You’re going to be able to 
reduce your days to hire, cost per hire, 
and travel expenses. You’re going  
to be able to focus more time on  
those candidates that really matter  
to your organization.”

Recruiting resources were limited delaying the hiring process. Hiring manager 
travel delayed the screening and interview process limiting their selections. 
Multiple phone screens took weeks to coordinate and complete. 

Martin Mitchell  
Senior Manager of Talent  
and Diversity,  
Ocean Spray

Screening time  
reduced by 25%

 Candidate experience 
improved with  
a  convenient,  

innovative process

$1,000 saved per 
candidate

 Access to 100% 
more candidates

Removes The Guesswork Out Of  
Recruiting With Powerful Insight
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Full story - hirevue.com/customers/thurgood-marshall-hirevue

TMCF’s award winning Leadership Institute is a national program intended to 
develop students’ leadership skills and help students prepare for their future 
career. There are only 400 slots and thousands of applicants, with limited time 
and staff to truly identify the best for these highly coveted spots. 

Scott Lilly
President,  
Opportunity Funding Corporation,  
Thurgood Marshall College Fund

HireVue has given our team the ability 
to be more selective with their time on 
campus and ensure they’re meeting with 
the best candidates. They’ve already 
gained tremendous insight by watching 
them via video and seeing how they 
present themselves and how they 
communicate - something they couldn’t 
see when looking at an application or a 
resume. HireVue makes it easy for us to 
look beyond a 4.0 GPA and get to know 
the student and their story.”

Empowers Students 
to Tell Their Story

Better Assess Talent  
& Be More Productive 
at On Campus Events

Prepares Students 
for Interactions 

with Fortune 500 
Employers

Digital Video  
Dispels the Myth  

of Resumes

Develops Future Leaders With  
Team Acceleration Technology
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Full story - hirevue.com/customers/tmx-finance-hirevue

Erin Vernon  
Senior Talent Operations Manager,
TMX Finance

HireVue interviews give us a much 
better sense of the candidate and their 
cultural fit, skills and abilities beyond 
what a resume or a phone screen can 
tell us.”

TMX Finance began upgrading their recruiting process to keep up with company 
expansion. They needed to develop cutting-edge technology as previous efforts 
didn’t support their scaling business and aggressive hiring requirements. 

Reduced Turnover With   
Better Hiring Decisions

Eliminated Skype as 
it wouldn’t scale to 

meet their needs

More than doubled 
their number of 

interviews

Record high Net 
Promoter Score  
for candidates
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Full story - hirevue.com/customers/under-armour-hirevue

With HireVue, we’re empowering our 
retail managers to make their own hiring 
decisions and providing them with 
a tool to review their top candidates 
quickly and hire only the best.”

The hiring process became drawn out because of the huge applicant pool. The 
long process to get people hired and onboarded impacted Under Armour’s ability 
to have their retail stores fully staffed, ramped and ready to operate. This became 
particularly challenging around peak hiring seasons. 

Troy Barnett
Director of Corporate Services 
and Technology,  
Under Armour

Empower Store Managers  
 To Build Teams

Retail Store Staffed 
in 2 days

Candidate NPS  2X 
Retail Industry

Reduced Cost 
per Hire 22%

Digital for All Hires: 
Hourly to Execs
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Full story - hirevue.com/customers/urban-outfitters-hirevue

Maren Korellis  
Head of Field Recruitment,  
Ubran Outfitters

A written question would never be able 
to predict how someone might react 
on the sales floor, but digital responses 
can determine a cultural fit.”

Having a constant stream of applicants for their retail stores, Urban Outfitters 
recognized they needed a better way into identifying how candidates would 
interact with their customers on the sales floor. Urban also prides itself on its 
quirky culture and online applications didn’t let hiring managers see on whether 
or not a candidate was a good fit for their brand. 

NPS 2X  
Retail Industry

90% of Interviews  
Done After  Business 

Hours

Better Assessment  
of Cultural Fit

Screening Time  
 Cut 80%

Makes Hourly Hiring Hip  
With Team Acceleration  

Across 200 Stores
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